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2 Sha’baan 1433 – 22 June 2012
THE HARAAM SOCCER TOURNAMENT OF DARUSH SHAITAAN

A Brother from Durban reports:
“DARUL IHSAN / AL-FALAAH COLLEGE
RE: 6 A- SIDE SOCCER TOURNAMENT TO
BE HELD AT AL-FALAAH GROUNDS ON 23/ 6 / 2012
The above mentioned tournament with a host of other activities is being advertised on
several Musaajid notice boards. For the soccer, the youth have been instructed that
every ‘6 A-Side’ team must be accompanied by their local Alim or Imam. Players to be
between the ages of 14 and 18 years. Are such sporting tournaments allowed in Islam? Is
it permissible for Ulama to organize and participate in these activities? Is it permissible
to use the Musaajid to promote sporting activities? Please comment.”
COMMENT
Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “Soon will an age dawn on the people when
nothing of Islam will remain but its name; nothing of the Qur’aan will remain but its text. Their
Musaajid will be beautifully adorned structures, but devoid of guidance. Their Ulama will be the
worst under the canopy of the sky. From them will emerge fitnah, and the fitnah will rebound on
them.”
What is happening today in the Musaajid under the Satanism perpetrated by the ‘ulama’ such
as the molvis of Darush Shaitaan (the so-called Darul Ihsan), is the materialization of
Rasulullah’s prediction. The miserable entities of Darush Shaitaan masquerading as ‘ulama’ are
incarnations of Shaitaan under whose spell and influence these miscreant molvis are operating
and destroying their Deen and the Deen of the ignorant Muslims who have unfortunately
become entrapped in these satanic molvis lustfully plodding the path in search of name and
wealth.
It is truly incredible to observe what these shayaateen in ulama-garb are perpetrating in the
name of the Deen. To crown their Satanism, they are employing the Musaajid for their
promotion of haraam. From which pedestal have they fallen to which depths of moral
degradation? Along with destroying themselves they are destroying the community of Islam.
There can be no worst scum than this type of molvi who flagrantly tramps and insults the
Qur’aan and the Sunnah with satanic interpretation to render halaal what is haraam in the Deen.
Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) has explicitly and emphatically said: “Every sport of the
Mu’min is baatil….” The Qur’aan Majeed says repeatedly: “The life of this world is nothing but
play and amusement, and the abode of the Aakhirah is best for those who fear. What! Have
you no intelligence?”
The Qur’aan asks: Can you not understand that your sojourn on earth is transitory – extremely
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short? Every passing day brings you closer to your Maut and your Qabr. Is this haraam, kuffaar
sport with its accompaniment of haraam paraphernalia in preparation for Maut and the Qabr?
Did Allah Ta’ala create us to squander our short, but valuable lives, in evil, kuffaar sport, futility
and haraam. Did you, O molvis of Darush Shaitaan, pursue the Ilm of the Deen for these
haraam, rubbish, shaitaani events and activities? Did you acquire the lesson of soccer from the
Qur’aan and the Sunnah? Can you imagine or even hallucinate after taking drugs, Rasulullah
(sallallahu alayhi wasallam), Hadhrat Abu Bakr, Hadhrat Umar, Hadhrat Khalid Bin Walid and
the Sahaabah (radhiyallahu anhu) running like your soccer baboons after a stupid ball with its
accompaniment of haraam khuraafaat which you are promoting and trying to ‘Islamicize’? If
you are unable to understand the notriety, villainy and filth of your soccer misdeeds now, you
will most assuredly witness and suffer it when Malakul Maut stands on your head to harshly rip
your souls from your bodies.
Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “If you knew what I know, you will laugh less and
cry much. You will not derive pleasure from your wives on your beds. You will run into the
wilderness wishing that you were a blade of grass….”
Did your learning of Bukhaari Shareef, Hadith, Fiqh and Tafseer prepare you for indulgence in
this supreme satanic ghaflat which you are organizing to destroy the youth of the community? Is
it the function of molvis to inculcate haraaam soccer ‘skills’ in the youth? Are Ulama not
supposed to be Warathatul Ambiya? O Followers of Shaitaan and Slaves of the Nafs! Know
that Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “Shaitaan sits glued on the heart of the son of
Aadam. When he (man) engages in thikrullaah, shaitaan flees. When he indulges in ghaflat,
shaitaan casts waswasah in him.”
O Evil Ones of Darush Shaitaan! Will your haraam, kuffaar soccer tournament with its
accompaniment of khuraafaat go into the deeds of virtue of the participants, and will it benefit
them at the time of Maut, in Barzakh and in Qiyaamah? Remember, satanic molvis willl have to
circumambulate their intestines in Jahannum. Sins committed in one’s ‘individual capacity’ bring
about regret in the heart of the Mu’min, and this remorse constrains him towards Taubah, and in
the wake of Taubah, Allah’s Rahmat settles on him. Hence, Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) said: “A sincere repenter of sins is like one who has no sins.” But the evils, sins, and
rebellion committed by devils in molvi’s garb, and that too, committed in the name of the Deen,
deprives them of the bounty of Taubah. They do not acquire the taufeeq for Taubah. They
utilize Allah’s Name to mislead Allah’s Flock.
Even concerned laymen and even concerned juhala can understand the villainy of the haraam
event which Darush Shaitaan is promoting. There is no need for presenting dalaa-il (Shar’i
proofs) for misdeeds which are self-evidently haraam, morally and spiritually destructive – ruin
in this dunya and in the Aakhirah.
It is indeed lamentable and shocking to obsrve that molvis who set themselves up as leaders of
the Muslim community, and who crave to be known as Ulama, indulging in haraam rubbish
which they lap up like wild dogs from the western kuffaar culture. What relationship is there
between haraam kuffaar sport and the Qur’an and Sunnah? Whilst the function of the Molvi is
Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar, the molvis of Darush Shaitaan, like munaafiqs, promote
munkar (evil). They will most assuredly not escape the Divine Whip when it strikes.
Fussaaq molvis who organize haraam sport and lure youngsters into the den of shaitaan
should be dismissed from imaamate posts. It is haraam to appoint such fussaaq in positions of
leadership. And, those miscreants who will be accompanying the haraam teams can by no
stretch of Islamic imagination be Alims and Imaams. They are all the progeny of Iblees.
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MUSLIMS SHOULD NOT SOOTHE THEIR CONSCIENCE AND BELIEVE THAT THEY WILL
NOT BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR MISDEEDS SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY HAD
FOLLOWED EVIL ‘ULAMA’ WHO HAD HALAALIZED THE HARAAM IN WHICH THEY
INDULGE. WARNING THEM OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR MISDEEDS, THE
QUR’AAN MAJEED STATES:
“They took their ahbaar (ulama) and ruhbaan (sheikhs) as gods besides Allah……”
Allah Ta’ala has bestowed sufficient intelligence and Imaani conscience to every Muslim to
understand issues which are manifestly haraam. Hiding behind the skirts of these shayaateen
to justify indulgence in haraam will not be a mitigating factor in the Divine Court on the Day of
Qiyaamah.
The book, KUFFAAR SPORT explains the prohibition of kuffaar sport in detail. Anyone
interested, may write for the book.
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